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a b s t r a c t

Particularly in higher eukaryotes, some protein domains are found in tandem repeats, performing broad
functions often related to cellular organization. For instance, the eukaryotic protein filamin interacts with
many proteins and is crucial for the cytoskeleton. The functional properties of long repeat domains are
governed by the specific properties of each individual domain as well as by the repeat copy number.
To provide better understanding of the evolutionary and functional history of repeating domains, we
investigated the mode of evolution of the filamin domain in some detail.

Among the domains that are common in long repeat proteins, sushi and spectrin domains evolve pri-
marily through cassette tandem duplications while scavenger and immunoglobulin repeats appear to
evolve through clustered tandem duplications. Additionally, immunoglobulin and filamin repeats exhibit
a unique pattern where every other domain shows high sequence similarity. This pattern may be the
result of tandem duplications, serve to avert aggregation between adjacent domains or it is the result
of functional constraints.

In filamin, our studies confirm the presence of interspersed integrin binding domains in vertebrates,
while invertebrates exhibit more varied patterns, including more clustered integrin binding domains.
The most notable case is leech filamin, which contains a 20 repeat expansion and exhibits unique dimer-
ization topology.

Clearly, invertebrate filamins are varied and contain examples of similar adjacent integrin-binding
domains. Given that invertebrate integrin shows more similarity to the weaker filamin binder, integrin
b3, it is possible that the distance between integrin-binding domains is not as crucial for invertebrate fil-
amins as for vertebrates.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The majority of known proteins are composed of at least one
protein domain, functional units of common descent. Indeed, most
proteins contain more than one domain – a tendency that is most
pronounced in eukaryotes (Teichmann et al., 1998; Apic et al.,
2001; Ekman et al., 2005; Gerstein, 1998). These findings are quite
important, since they provide a clear path through which proteins
can evolve in a modular fashion, adding and removing functionally
distinct building blocks (Murzin et al., 1995). However, protein do-
mains are not static, but evolve and can show a great deal of vari-
ation, for instance in length (Grishin, 2001; Reeves et al., 2006).

Some proteins are composed of stretches of tandem repeats, i.e.
several domains from the same family occurring consecutively in
the sequence. Not all domains can form protein domain repeats,

but those that do often have variable sequences, with a few resi-
dues that are crucial for the functionality of the domain. Repeat
proteins generally perform important functions in the cell and
are common in cell cycle regulation, transcriptional regulation
and protein transport (D’Andrea and Regan, 2003). As a result of
the types of functions repeat proteins perform, they are often
highly connected in protein–protein interaction networks (Ekman
et al., 2006; Björklund et al., 2006). Further, they are much more
common in higher eukaryotes than in prokaryotes (Apic et al.,
2001; Marcotte et al., 1999). Indeed, protein domain repeats may
constitute a source of variability that may compensate for genera-
tion rate (Marcotte et al., 1999). Repeat proteins are believed to
evolve through tandem duplications, where several units at a time
are duplicated (Andrade et al., 2001). The size of these duplications
varies greatly, from two domains for LRR repeats to seven for neb-
ulin repeats (Björklund et al., 2006; Björklund et al., 2010).

Here, we investigate commonly occurring domains of long re-
peat proteins, those with at least 10 repeat domains in a row from
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38 eukaryotic species. Upon examination, it is clear that there are
three main patterns that are present; cassette tandem duplications,
clustered tandem duplications and a pattern where every other
domain shows high sequence similarity. Of the latter, there are
only two examples, namely the immunoglobulin superfamily and
filamin domains, that both belong to the immunoglobulin-like
beta-sandwich fold. To improve current understanding of the evo-
lutionary history of repeating domains, we investigated the mode
of evolution of the filamin domain in more detail.

2. Results

2.1. The expansion of long domain repeats in eukaryotes

Previous studies have shown that protein domain repeats ex-
pand primarily through tandem duplications (Apic et al., 2001;
Björklund et al., 2006). Here, we examined the proteins that have
at least 10 repeating units with no more than 50 residues between
the repeating domains. We extracted the long repeat proteins (LRP)
from 38 eukaryotic species see Section 4. Some domains rarely oc-
cur in LRPs, and some are species or lineage specific. We proceeded
with the protein families (and clans) for which there were at least
10 protein representatives in at least five different species, ending
up with a repeating domain short list of 12 domains. Upon exam-
ination of the frequency of the various long repeat domains (LRDs),
it is clear that only the Ig-like clan is common in all eukaryotic spe-
cies, but the immunoglobulin, spectrin, CUB and sushi-like do-
mains are quite common in both vertebrates and invertebrates,
see Fig. 1. Further, invertebrates cluster to the lower part of

Fig. 1, with the exception of sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpura-
tus) which forms an outgroup with another aquatic animal, Danio
rerio.

The evolution of repeat proteins is not fully understood,
although previous studies show that they primarily evolve through
tandem duplications (Apic et al., 2001; Björklund et al., 2006). We
computed the internal similarity matrices for all proteins contain-
ing at least 10 repeat domains from the 12 domains listed above
(note however that the Ig-like clan was replaced by a subset-the
filamin domain). We then classified each protein according to
one of three classes: (i) cassette tandem duplication, (ii) clustered
tandem duplications and (iii) a pattern where every other domain
shows high sequence similarity or the protein remained unclassi-
fied (as in Fig. 2D), for examples see Fig. 2. As can be seen from
the results summarized in Table 1, about half of the LRDs do not
show any particular preference among the three main groups. This
may of course be due to the fact that there are not many represen-
tatives for some of these domains. Cassette tandem repeats are de-
tected in immunoglobulin, scavenger, spectrin and sushi domains.
Multiple tandem duplications, that is clusters of inherently quite
similar domains, occur in immunoglobulin, scavenger and sushi
domains. The ubiquitin domain constitutes a special case in that
these proteins are overall extremely conserved.

Only the filamin domain and the immunoglobulin domain show
the pattern where every other domain is similar, and for filamin
this is the most common pattern. Due to its unique evolutionary
pattern and central functionality, we performed an in-depth anal-
ysis of the evolution of the most prevalent representative of the fil-
amin domain, namely its namesake the protein Filamin.

Fig. 1. Long repeat domains in vertebrate species. Hierarchically clustered heatmap of the commonality of the long repeat domains (LRD) (x-axis) in the various species listed
on the y-axis. Each cell in the heatmap reflects the fraction of the LRD among all LRDs in the species. The brighter the red, the more common the repeat is in the species while
green indicates that the domain is less common. The frequencies are clustered by row and then by column using euclidian distance and average linkage.
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2.2. Domain repeat expansions of Filamin proteins

Filamin is an actin cross linking protein that is important for cell
migration, the absence of which leads to distortion of the cell shape
(Cunningham et al., 1992; Fox et al., 1998). Indeed, Filamin has re-

cently been established as one of the crucial mechanotranslation
elements of the cytoskeleton-strain applied on the Filamin mole-
cule is one of the most important modes of signalling molecule reg-
ulation (Ehrlicher et al., 2011). The vertebrate genomes contain
three Filamins, Filamin A, B and C, which have an intraspecies se-
quence identity of over 64% (Kesner et al., 2010). The atomic struc-
ture of the actin-binding domains of human Filamins A and B has
been determined and provide an explanation for the gain of func-
tion phenotype documented in disease causing mutations (Sawyer
et al., 2009).

In general, the protein consists of an N-terminal actin-binding
domain made up of two calponin homology (CH) domains followed
by a series of immunoglobulin (Ig) like repeats, of roughly 95 res-
idues (van der Flier and Sonnenberg, 2001), which we will refer to
as filamin domains (capitalized when referring to the protein).
Some filamin domains have an integrin binding capacity, Fig. 3.
The smallest Filamin is recorded in the protozoan Entamoeba his-
tolytica and contains four repeats (Vargas et al., 1996) while the
largest known Filamin, that of Hirudo medicinalis, has 35 repeated
domains (Venkitaramani et al., 2004).

Here, we focused on Filamin A (FLNA), which is best studied
among the Filamins. Filamins from 38 eukaryotes were extracted
and domains were assigned. Further, for each filamin domain, we
determined the sequence similarity to the best integrin binder,

A B

C D

Fig. 2. Examples of repeat domain expansions. Each plot shows the internal sequence identity domainwise within the protein. Black shows complete sequence identity, while
white indicates no sequence identity. (A) Tandem casette duplication of spectrin domains in Xenopus tropicalis, (B) two separate clustered tandem duplications of the
immunoglobulin domain in Ailuropoda melanoleuca. (C) The every other similarity pattern seen in the Filamin of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. (D) A Ciona savignyi protein
containing KH domain repeats.

Table 1
Evolutionary events in long repeat proteins. The proteins were classified according to
clustered tandem duplications (Clustered), cassette tandem repeats (Cassette) and a
pattern where every other domain is similar (Pair). Mannose 6P stands for Mannose 6
phosphate.

Name Domain Cassette Clustered Pair Num Prot

Collagen PF01391 0 0 0 19
CUB CL0164 1 0 0 27
Cysteine rich PF00839 0 0 0 31
Filamin PF00630 1 1 67 76
Immunoglobulin CL0011 20 60 17 192
KH-domain CL0007 0 0 0 37
Mannose 6P receptor CL0226 0 0 0 20
Scavenger PF00530 7 17 1 36
Spectrin PF00435 34 0 0 214
Sushi PF00084 22 11 0 147
Thrombospondin T 1 PF00090 1 3 0 30
Ubiquitin CL0072 0 13 0 13
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the 21st filamin repeat of FLNA (Kiema et al., 2006; Ithychanda
et al., 2009; Lad et al., 2008; Takala et al., 2008). The integrin-bind-
ing motif of this domain was compared against all other filamin

domains in the data set in order to locate other possible filamin do-
main candidates for integrin binding, see Fig. 4.

As expected, the positioning of the integrin-binding repeats is
nearly identical across all vertebrate species, see Fig. 4. Four C-ter-
minal integrin-binding domains that are two domains apart and
three more integrin-binders distributed across the protein length
toward the N-terminal characterize the pattern. There are only
six examples (4.8%) of integrin-binding domains that are adjacent
to one another among the vertebrates while 13.6% of invertebrate
integrin binders are adjacent to another integrin binder.

Moreover, the invertebrates show considerable variety in filam-
in domain arrangements. Although most events among inverte-
brates appear to involve only a few domains, we have found
three larger lineage specific events. First, the leech, Hirudo medici-
nalis, has a large expansion of around 20 residues. Second, a set of
consecutive, tandem duplication events, involving domains 17–23,
have taken place in the anemone Nematostella vectensis, see Fig. 5.
Lastly, Trichoplax adhaerans, a basal Metazoa with no organ struc-
ture, has a much expanded set of repeats and is the only clear
example of large cassette tandem duplication among the Filamins.

Sequence clustering of the domains, shows that most of the
integrin-binding filamin domains cluster together, while domain
4 falls outside of this group, see Supplementary information. Addi-
tionally, the domain profiles (Crooks et al., 2004) that we con-
structed from the binding versus non-binding clusters including
vertebrate and invertebrate sequences, see Fig. 6, appear to corre-
spond well to the known integrin-binding motif in human filamin
domain 21, see Fig. 6. Interestingly, the profile indicates that aspar-

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of human filamin in the cell. The light blue bar
represents the membrane, the blue beads illustrate the filamin domains and the red
beads illustrate the actin-binding domain. The green bars represent b-integrins and
the orange rectangles their transmembrane regions. The numbers show the
positions of the filamin domains relative to the N-terminus. Note that the image
is a schematic and may not reflect the mechanics of the filamin–integrin
interaction.

Fig. 4. Species tree with domain assignments for putative filamins. The tree is based on 31 ubiquitous proteins, as described by Cicarelli (Ciccarelli et al., 2006). The yellow
boxes show CH domains and the pink boxes show filamin domains. The color intensity indicates the degree of sequence similarity to the 21st filamin domain of human
filamin A, the strongest integrin binding domain. Blue boxes indicate domains other than CH and filamin domains.
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tate (D23 and D26 in Fig. 6) might be of some importance further
downstream of the known motif.

From this study, it is clear that Filamin has undergone little
change at the amino acid level in vertebrates, while its evolution
in invertebrates continues in different directions in many separate
lineages.

2.3. Indications of a novel dimerization topology in leech Filamin

Clearly, some filamin domains are unique to the invertebrates.
One such example is the large cluster of domains in leech, stretch-
ing from the 6th to the 26th domain, see Supplementary informa-
tion. Examination of the domain tree and the internal sequence

Fig. 5. Internal similarity matrices for filamin proteins. Each cell represents a filamin domain. The darker the cell, the higher sequence similarity between the two domains
compared in that cell. Opacity values can only be compared within one protein, since the values are normalized against the highest score for that particular protein. BFL –
Branchistoma floridae, DME – Drosophila melanogaster, HME – Hirudo medicinalis, HSA – Homo sapiens, NVE – Nematostella vectensis and TAD – Trichoplax adhaerans.
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similarity matrix, see Fig. 5, suggests that the leech Filamin has 35
filamin domains because of a set of tandem duplications. The leech
specific filamin domains cluster together with human filamin do-
main 6, a non-binding domain. However, eight of these domains
show similarity to the integrin-binding motif of the human domain
21 (HSA21), see Fig. 4.

Another feature of the leech Filamin is the similarity of the hu-
man Filamin–integrin binding motif in the C-terminal filamin do-
main (HME35). To our knowledge, all C-terminal filamin domains
of hitherto studied Filamins have been characterized as dimerizing.
The presence of the HSA21-like integrin-binding motif in HME35

indicates that the dimerization topology of leech Filamin may be
different. To further study this, we performed 3D protein structure
modeling using a characterized protein structure of HSA21 bound
to the cytoplasmic tail of Homo sapiens integrin b7. As a reference
point, we modeled HSA8, a domain predicted not to function as an
integrin binder, together with the cytoplasmic tail of H. sapiens
integrin b7. Three structures were compared, one native structure
and two modeled structures, see Fig. 7. The native structure and
modeling template is Protein Databank entry 2BRQ characterized
by Kiema and co-workers (Kiema et al., 2006). In their study, the
authors suggest that the CD b-strand face of filamin domains is a

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 6. Pattern (LOGO) for the non-binding (A), binding (B) and dimerizing (C) domains of Filamin. The pattern was created using weblogo (Crooks et al., 2004).

Fig. 7. Structural modeling of filamin and integrin. Filamin domains are colored grey in non-binding regions and green in the binding region (known as the CD b-strands).
Cytoplasmic tails of b-integrins are shown in purple. Positions in the binding filamin pattern (LOGO) with high information content are shown as sticks, with residue names
and pattern positions in green. Positions in the integrin pattern with high information content are shown as sticks, with residue names and pattern positions in black.
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ligand-binding surface. They observe that the binding takes place
through hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic or non-polar
interactions.

Based on the way HME35’s Filamin and integrin sequences
coincide with the binding patterns, see Fig. 8, one would expect
that the HSA21 and HME35 structures would be highly similar
and indeed Fig. 7 shows that structure HME35 is more similar to
HSA21 than to HSA8. It is worth noting that the leech integrin dif-
fers from human integrin by having Lysine at K9 and Tyrosine at
Y10, although these differences do not appear to negatively affect
the Filamin–integrin interaction. Comparison of solvent accessible
surfaces of HSA21, HSA8 (a non-binding domain) and HME35
shows that HME35 is more similar to HSA21, see Section 4.

Finally, we constructed a profile based on the filamin domains
that cluster together with the known human dimerizing domain
(HSA24) see Fig. 6C. The sequence for HME35 does not correspond
well to this profile. In fact, a Hidden Markov model based on the
multiple sequence alignment of the dimerizing sequences indi-
cates that that HME35 ranks twelfth among the leech domains,
when it comes to similarity to dimerizing domains in other species.

Taken together, the leech Filamin is unique in several ways.
First, unlike most other Filamins, a considerable number of its
putative integrin-binders are lineage specific additions that are
clustered adjacent to one another. Second, structural modeling, do-
main profiles and surface accessibility estimations suggest that the
C-terminal filamin domain of leech interacts with b integrin while
an as of yet unidentified leech domain is involved in dimerization.
Experimental studies are required to confirm these findings.

2.4. The interaction partners of Filamin

Human Filamin is a protein that is associated with about 70
binding partners (Nakamura et al., 2010). Naturally, since there is
such sequence variation in the invertebrate Filamins, it is likely
that the interaction partners differ between these organisms.
Although exploring the possible co-evolution patterns between
Filamin and the wealth of its interactors is a gargantuan task that
is not within the scope of this paper, we have briefly examined
some aspects of the evolution of two of its three structurally con-
firmed interaction partners (Kiema et al., 2006; Takala et al., 2008;
Lad et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2006), see Fig. 9, in an effort to
explore if the variation in the invertebrate Filamins may be found
there.

First, the structurally confirmed interactor, migfilin, is a protein
that, aside from its LIM-domains in the C-terminal and an N-termi-
nal motif essential for filamin binding, mostly consists of a large
central disordered region that appears to vary considerably in size
between species (data not shown). Due to the great length varia-
tion and subsequent weak overall homology between putative
migfilins, further bioinformatics studies are intractable.

Second, integrin is one of the most important interaction part-
ners of Filamin. In human there are several integrins, four of which
bind filamin (in the b7, b1, b2 and b3 forms). They are single span-
ning membrane proteins with C-terminal intracellular portions

that bind the filamin domains 4, 9, 12, 17, 19, 21 and 23 (Ithyc-
handa et al., 2009). Among these, b7 and b1 have ideally positioned
hydrophobic amino acids to bind Filamin tighter than the b2 and
b3 integrins.

Here, we have searched for distant homologs of the human inte-
grins. The structurally confirmed Filamin-binding motif is flanked
by the prolines 60 and 72 (see Supplementary information). We
find that all the non-craniate integrins are non-classical partners
for Filamin, missing the key hydrophobic residues and the
conserved serine. This conserved serine is mostly a glutamine in
invertebrates, opening the possibility that varying models of Filam-
in–integrin interactions other than those found in existing crystal
structures exist. These non-craniate integrin tails resemble the hu-
man integrin b3 cytoplasmic regions more in the Filamin-binding
region, see Fig. 10. Based on these patterns we can tentatively con-
clude that the primordial Filamin–integrin interaction was differ-
ent, and cytoplasmic tail divergence of integrins b1, b2 and b7
have lead to novel Filamin engagement patterns.

Lastly, GP1ba, the strongest known Filamin binder (Ithychanda
et al., 2009), is a protein that appears to have arisen in mammals. It
is expressed only in platelets; enucleate cells of mammalian blood
that mediate hemostasis. On the extracellular cell surface GP1ba is
part of a complex that works as an adhesion receptor for von Wille-
brand factor (Andrews et al., 2007). When searching for distant
homologs of GP1ba in non-mammals we found no distant homolog
likely to perform a similar function in non-mammals (see Supple-
mentary information). Residues 60–70 (15–39 in the alignment)
flanked by prolines are the boundary of the Filamin-binding motif.
This motif is missing in the bird Filamin (Taeniopygia guttata). The
early egg laying, i.e. nonplacental, mammal platypus has this motif,
implying that early mammalian lines had a well defined GP1ba-
GP1ba linkage.

Clearly, our studies indicate that migfilin and GP1ba cannot
give any indication of the possible co-evolution of these proteins
and Filamin. Migfilin is too diverse due to its disordered region
while GP1ba appears to be a rapidly evolving protein with little
trace in non-mammals. Invertebrate integrins, on the other hand,
show more sequence similarity to the vertebrate integrin b3 form
than to the superior filamin binder integrin b7. Thus, although it is
also quite possible that the various other interaction partners of

Fig. 8. Pattern (LOGO) for the integrin cytoplasmic tail. The pattern was created using weblogo (Crooks et al., 2004).

Fig. 9. Domain architechtures of Filamin (A), b-integrin (B), Migfilin (C) and GP1ba
(D).
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Filamin play a major role in the varied filamin domain pattern we
have observed in invertebrates, it is conceivable that invertebrate
integrin b3 does not have the same filamin domain spacing
requirement as vertebrate integrin b7.

3. Discussion and conclusion

Proteins containing long repeats are common in higher eukary-
otes (Björklund et al., 2006). However, only Ig-like domains are
pervasive among the long domain repeats in all eukaryotes. The
evolution of repeat proteins is not fully understood but is believed
to primarily take place through tandem duplications (Apic et al.,
2001). Our studies show that cassette tandem duplications occur
mostly in proteins containing immunoglobulin, scavenger, spectrin
and sushi domains. Clusters of tandem duplications where adja-
cent domains are highly similar occur in proteins containing long
repeats of all the formerly mentioned domains except immuno-
globulin. Thus, at least for some repeat domains high sequence
similarity between adjacent domains is allowed. In contrast,
immunoglobulin domains have been suggested to exhibit little
adjacent similarity due to the fact that domains with high similar-
ity tend to aggregate, thus posing a problem for the cellular
machinery (Wright et al., 2005). Indeed, we find that immunoglob-
ulin repeats exhibit this behavior, as well as filamin domains.

The Filamin protein, in one form or another, is represented in
nearly all Metazoa. Although the number of filamin repeats is al-
most constant in vertebrates, it differs substantially in inverte-
brates from four in unicellular Amoeba to 36 in Trichoplax
adhaerans. We found that the integrin-binding pattern is less con-
served in invertebrates. Clearly, large expansions have taken place
in Trichoplax adhaerans, Hirudo medicinalis and Nematostella vecten-
sis. Further, in vertebrates, adjacent integrin-binders are quite rare
(4.8%) while they are about three times as common among inver-
tebrates. This finding could conceivably be explained by lower
quality of sequencing data/assembly in invertebrates compared
to vertebrates, but it could also be indicative of other interaction
partners of Filamin in these species, where adjacent similar do-
mains do not prohibit the interactions.

The diversity among invertebrate Filamins is best illustrated by
the leech Filamin where putative integrin-binding domains are

clustered in a large tandem duplication event consisting of 20 do-
mains. In addition, the last repeat, which in all characterized forms
of Filamin mediates dimerization through the inter-repeat b-sheet
formation (Popowicz et al., 2006), appears to be a potential tight
integrin binder. This implies that leech Filamin is monomeric or
dimerizes through a novel, yet unrecognized, mechanism.

The integrin cytoplasmic tails of invertebrates are more similar
to the relatively weak binder, human integrin b3 than the strong
binder b7. Considering the vertebrate integrin diversification, it is
possible that all Filamin–integrin interactions may not have the
same cellular consequences in terms of signaling and cytoskeletal
modulation. The more provocative interpretation is to suggest that
the integrin-binding repeats have other ligands, particularly in
invertebrates, that are yet to be discovered. The alternative restate-
ment is that the integrin-binding repeat did not arise as integrin
binders but were co-opted to bind integrin later in evolution.

In conclusion, among the long repeat domains, immunoglobulin
and filamin exhibit a pattern of pairwise (or tandem) duplication
and lack of adjacent similarity between domains. While this pat-
tern is likely due to aggregation constraints in immunoglobulin
(Wright et al., 2005), the pattern in filamin may, at least in part,
be related to structural constraints enforced by the binding of inte-
grin. However, since the invertebrate Filamins contain more adja-
cent integrin-binding domains, it is possible that the invertebrate
Filamin does not require spacing between integrin binding do-
mains to the same extent as their vertebrate counterparts. Further
experiments are required to understand what impact the differ-
ence between vertebrate and invertebrate filamin domain archi-
tecture may have on Filamin’s function as a regulator of the
binding of signalling molecules.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Data

The protein and nucleotide sequences for Filamin, integrin,
migfilin and GP1ba were collected from NCBI’s RefSeq protein
and nr databases, respectively in June 2011. For the Filamin data
set RefSeq was the main data source, except for Hirudo medicinalis
whose Filamin was not present in RefSeq and was instead ex-

Fig. 10. Phylogenetic tree for the cytoplasmic integrin tail. The tree was built based on multiple sequence alignment created using the program Muscle (Edgar, 2004) using
the neighbor joining method.
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tracted from the nr database. To complement these sequences,
invertebrate sequences were collected from Ensembl (Flicek
et al., 2010). Although most species have more than one Filamin,
the sequence containing the largest number of predicted filamin
domains and exhibiting the closest similarity to human FLNA rela-
tive to FLNB and FLNC was chosen for further studies.

We extracted the proteins that share some of the before men-
tioned characteristics of migfilin. First, we extracted the proteins
that show homology to human migfilin using Blast (Altschul
et al., 1990) with an e-value of 10�3. Only those sequences showing
a pattern of at least 30 disordered residues in a row and at least 60
disordered residues in total were retained. Disorder was predicted
using Disopred (Ward et al., 2004) and domain assignments with
HMMER 3.0 (Eddy, 1998). Further, all sequences contain at least
one but no more than four LIM domains at the C-terminal. The
N-terminal Filamin-binding motif was compared to candidate
migfilin proteins using the local alignment Smith–Waterman algo-
rithm of the EMBOSS suite (Rice et al., 2000).

Homologs of integrin b7 and GP1ba are extracted in a similar
manner. For putative integrins, only proteins having at least 40%
identity (using the Smith–Waterman algorithm of the EMBOSS
suite (Rice et al., 2000)) with the Filamin-binding motif of integrin
b7 were retained.

4.2. Construction of the sequence similarity matrix

For the Filamin proteins, we built similarity matrices based on
filamin domains. All domains were aligned pairwise using the local
sequence alignment program Water of the EMBOSS suite (Rice
et al., 2000). Along the diagonal of the matrix, the opacity was
set to 1 and the color was set to black. For all other positions in
the matrix all pairwise scores were calculated. Every score was
then normalized both by the sum of the lengths of the domains
in that pair and by the largest score in the entire set. These normal-
ized values were used as opacity values to draw the corresponding
squares.

For the study of evolutionary events in long repeat proteins,
matrices were constructed as described above, and the 842 result-
ing similarity matrices were classified by manual inspection.

4.3. Solvent accessible surface calculations and structural modeling

The 3D structure models for H. medicinalis filamin domain 35
and human filamin domain 8 were created with multiple chain
templates, chains A and C from PDB structure 2BRQ, using a com-
mand line version of Modeller (Sali and Blundell, 1993). Chain A is
human filamin domain 21 and chain C is the cytoplasmic tail of hu-
man integrin b7. For H. medicinalis filamin domain 35, we used
chain C as a structural template for the sequence of the cytoplas-
mic tail of H. medicinalis b integrin. The solvent accessible surfaces
were calculated using Naccess, an implementation of the method
by Lee and Richards (Lee and Richards, 1971) by Hubbard and
Thornton (Hubbard, 1996). The 3D structure visualizations were
created in Pymol (DeLano, 2008).

We calculated solvent accessible surfaces of the filamin do-
mains with and without bound integrins. The differences in total
buried area for HSA21, HME35 and HSA8 were 670, 680 and
600 Å2. The differences in non polar buried area were 440, 430
and 380 Å2. The values for HSA21 and HME35 are similar and high-
er than for HSA8, also indicating that HME35 is more structurally
similar to HSA21 than to HSA8.

4.4. Miscellaneous methods

Similarity to the strongest binder of integrin, the binding motif
of the 21st domain of human Filamin, was calculated using Bl2seq

of the Blast package (Tatusova and Madden, 1999). The coloring
cut-offs for high binder, medium binder and low binder were set
to scores of at least 80, 10 or 0, respectively. The cut-offs were cho-
sen so that known binders are classified as at least medium
binders.

Clustering of the filamin domains was performed using neigh-
bor joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) based on a multiple sequence
alignment created using the program Muscle (Edgar, 2004) with
default settings.

The domain profiles (sometimes referred to as LOGOs) for the
binding, non-binding and dimerizing domains were constructed
by selection of the domains that cluster together with the human
binding and non-binding domains, respectively. Thereafter, multi-
ple sequence alignments were constructed as described above. The
region that is known to be involved in integrin binding was se-
lected from this alignment and the profiles were created using
Weblogo (Crooks et al., 2004).

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for the dimerizing domains
was created using HMMER 3.0 (Eddy, 1998) based on the last do-
mains of the Filamin sequences. Sequences sharing more than
80% identity were removed.

The domain profile for the cytoplasmic integrin tail was created
as for the filamin domains. Only the last 70 residues of proteins
showing at least 30% overall identity to integrin b7 of human,
pig, mouse or horse were included in the alignment. Sequences
more than 97% identical were removed from the alignment. As
the last few residues of the integrin tail vary quite a bit from each
other, these were not included in the alignment from which the
profile was derived.
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